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Abstract. Using symbolic manipulation programs, William Gosper has ob-

tained in the last two years new, but unusual, summation formulae involving

trigonometric functions. Recently, Ismail and Zhang have been able to prove

mathematically some of these formulae and generalize them to summation for-

mulae involving the Bessel functions of the first kind.

In this paper we show that some of Gosper's formulae, as well as their gen-

eralization by Ismail and Zhang, can be obtained from already known results in

sampling theory. Moreover, we show that sampling theory can actually produce

other new summation formulae, involving different kinds of special functions,

in a straightforward fashion.

1. Introduction

Using symbolic manipulation programs and a fair amount of ingenuity,

William Gosper recently obtained new and unusual, summation formulae for se-

ries involving trigonometric functions. Some of these formulae have just been

mathematically verified by Ismail and Zhang [7], who have also generalized

some of these summation formulae to series involving the Bessel function of

the first kind. Their proofs involve several special function relations together

with some techniques borrowed from the theory of Fourier series and integrals.

As it turns out, some of these formulae can be easily obtained from already
known results in sampling theory.

Although widely known and used in the fields of communication and infor-

mation theory, sampling theory has only attracted moderate attention in the

mathematical community, despite the fact that its roots can be traced back to

the work of Cauchy; see [9].
The fundamental theorem in sampling theory, which is due to Whittaker-

Shannon-Kotel'nikov, states that if / is a rr-bandlimited function, i.e., for

some g £ L2(-o, a)
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(1.1) /(0 = 4= f" g(x)eix'dx,
V2n J-a

then
OO

(1.2) f(t)=   Y, f(tk)Sk(t),        t£R,
k=—oo

where
sino(t-tk) kn

^k(t) = ——r,—tt— ,        h = —
o(t-tk) a

are the sampling functions and sampling points respectively; see [ 1, 9] for more

details.
This theorem has been extended to integral transforms of types other than

the Fourier one by Kramer [10] and Weiss [12]. Although Weiss announced his

result first, he never published his proof. This is why this generalization of the

Whittaker-Shannon-Kotel'nikov sampling theorem is now known as Kramer's

sampling theorem.

For convenience, we shall state Kramer's sampling theorem not only because

it is not very well known, but also because it is widely used in the development

of this paper. Kramer's theorem goes as follows:
Let K(x, t) be in L2(7) as a function of x for each real number t, where

I = [a, b] is some finite closed interval, and let E = {tk}kez De a countable

set of real numbers such that {K(x, tk)}keZ is a complete orthogonal family

of functions in L2(7). If

(1.3) /(/)= / g(x)K(x,t)dx
Ja

for some g in L2(7), then f admits the sampling expansion

oo

(1-4) /<*)- £ fi(tk)s*k(t),
k=—oo

where

(1.5) S*k(t) = f K(x, t)K(x, tk)dx I j  \K(x, tk)\2 dx.

When K(x, t) = eixt, tk = (nk/o), and [a, b] = [-o, a], (1.3) and (1.4)

reduce to (1.1) and (1.2), respectively.

A prototype situation where the sampling points {tk} and sampling functions

Sk(t) arise, is when one solves certain types of selfadjoint boundary-value prob-

lems, usually regular Sturm-Liouville boundary-value problems.

In a series of papers [15, 16], we have shown the surprising fact that Kramer's

sampling series (1.4)—(1.5) is nothing more than a Lagrange-type interpolation
series, provided that the kernel function K(x, t) arises from either regular

Sturm-Liouville boundary-value problems or some singular ones with discrete

spectra. This result has also been shown to hold in higher dimensions [13], as

well as for some boundary-value problems associated with «th order differential

operators [14].
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The aim of this paper is to show that some of these new summation formulae,

due to Gosper, Ismail, and Zhang, can actually be obtained from already known

results in sampling theory in an easy and straightforward fashion. In fact, we

shall show that other summation formulae, which we believe to be new, can be

obtained just as easily.

2. Summation formulae involving trigonometric and Bessel functions

We begin with

y^-l)"sinV/32 + 7t2(77+l/2)2 = 7t sin/3

£j (» + l/2)yft2 + n2(n+ 1/2)2     2   b   '

which is due to Gosper, and its generalization

n~ y   (-l)V,(v//32 + 7r2(77 + l/2)2)       n h

^ ^0(77 + l/2)[v//32 + 772(77+l/W-26      Mbh

which is due to Ismail and Zhang [7]; Jv is the Bessel function of the first kind.

Formula (2.2) is a generalization of (2.1) since the former reduces to the latter

when v = ^ .

The following result can be obtained from Theorem 1 and Corollary 4 in [ 16]

by a simple change of variables: if for some g £ L2(0, a)

(2.3) fi(t)= T g(x)cos(xt)dx,
Jo

then

(2.4, /».f/(H)i)^f,
k=—oo

uniformly on compact subsets of R. In particular,

m      ™-MH)=)<£i£5i-
/c= — oo

By putting g(x) = (a1 -x2)vI2 Jv(b\f a1 - x2) in (2.3) and using formula (50)

in § 1.13 of [2], which states that

/ (a2 - x2)ul2Jv(b\/a2-x2) cos(tx) dx
Jo

= Ma^VJ^ay/tfTflKb2 + i*)-WW,

for Re v > -1, b > 0, we obtain

f(t) = y|^+'/2/3"y, + 1/2(t7^2 + '2)(/32 + /2)"(-+l/2)/2 _

Hence, (2.4) becomes

J^ay/WTP)      ^   Jv+l/2(y/aW + (k+l/2)W)
r/32 + /2l(*+l/2)/2 Z-.    [7J2 + (^+l/2)2^2/a2](i,+ l/2)/2

k=—oo

sin(a7- (fc + l/2)7t)

X      (fl7-(7C+ 1/2)77)     '
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which reduces to (2.1) when 7 = 0, a = 1, and v = 0. It also reduces to (2.2)

when 7 = 0, a = 1, and v is replaced by v - 5 . In both cases observe that
Eoo _ ^ ^-*oo

fc=-oo ~~ z 2^t=o •
One interesting consequence of (2.2) is the following formula which is ob-

tained from (2.2) by taking the limit of both sides as b —> 0

(7iy+l       I        _^(-l)kMn(k+l/2)]

\4J      T(v + 1)     f^Q        (2k + l)v+x

which, in turn, gives for v = \ the well-known formula YJk=o 1/(2^ + l)2 =

772/8.
Now we can employ the above argument to produce summation formulae,

which we believe to be new.

In view of formula 6.739 in [8, p.762], we have

/ 72l,(*V/7r2-x2)(772-x2)-1/2cos(7x)t7x
70

= ljv^(y/b^Tfi + t)]jv[^(y/b2 + fi-t)   .

Thus, by putting g(x, b) = J2„(b\/7i2 - x2)(n2 -x2)~xl2, which is in L2(0, 7i)

for v > I, in (2.3), formulae (2.4) and (2.5), after some simple computations,

become

/, [^(Vb2 + t2 + 0] Ju [^(Vb2 + t2-t)

and

[*(¥)],-'£*[5(iFM,+('+i))]

Upon replacing b by 2b in the last equation, we obtain for v = 5

[sin^^fsm   n Ljb2 + (* + *)* + (* + tfj

xsin   xyb2+(* + tf-(!L + tfj    ̂ yy
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which, in turn, gives as a special case for b = \

*"§TWH5+4-)2+(t+4-))

xsin »(\/5 + (I + 5)2-(i + j)) (ferry-

We also obtain with the use of the identity 2 sin A sin B — eos(A - B) -

eos(A-\-B) that

(2.6) l-coS2,* = gcos[^+(* + i)2   ^;2T,'/4).

which gives for b = 1, |

goes [*f+H)'] ££1 = 0

and

77   ^        A   7,    iVl (-i)*+1

^ = SCOSrV4 + ("+2Jj(2TTT)-
By differentiating (2.6) with respect to b, we obtain (2.1) once more.

Another summation formula involving the Bessel functions, which we believe

to be new, can be obtained as follows: From formula 6.681-1 in [8, p. 738] we

obtain

(2.7) /   J2v f2/3cosyj cos(7x)<5?x = nJv+t(b)Jv-t(b).

Hence, by putting g(x) = /2i/(2/3cosf), which is in L2(0, n) for v > — \ , in

(2.3), we then have f(b, t) = nJv+,(b)Ju-t(b), and consequently (2.4), (2.5)
yield

(2.8) Jv+t(b)J»-t(b)=  £ /,+(ifc+i/2)(6)^-(fc+i/2)(&)M°^~fc(^/12/)^)),
k=—oo

and

4  °° f—IY*
(2.9) [Jv(b)]2 = - £ /„+(fc+1/2)(6)/„_(fc+1/2)(6)  ^^     .

fc=o ^ '

Similar summation formulae involving the modified Bessel functions of the

first and second kinds lv(b) and K„(b), respectively, can also be obtained since

they have integral representations similar to the one given in (2.7).

As a special case of (2.9), we obtain for v = \ that

oo ~

[sin/3]2 = J2bJk+l(b)Jk(b)jj—y .
*=o
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Summation formulae involving other types of special functions can also be ob-

tained as the next example shows.

From formula 6.685 in [8, p. 741] we have

j   (sec^)K2„ (/3sec^)cos(7x)rfx = ^ W, ,„ (6) W_, ,„(&),

where W^^(z)  is the Whittaker function, which is related to the confluent

hypergeometric function ^(a, c; z) by

W^(z) = e~z/2zc/2y¥(a,c;z),    where X = -a + c/2 and p = (c- l)/2.

By putting g(b, x) = (secf )K2u(bseCj) in (2.3), we obtain that f(b, t) =
(n/b)Wt,v(b)W-t,u(b); hence, formulae (2.4) and (2.5) take the form

w,.r(&)w_.,(ft) = f; w^^w^^^Ql,
k=—oo

and
4 » r-iY*

i^oAb)]2 = -Y^{k+x/2hv(b)W_{k+x/2hv(b)-^j-^
k=0 { '

But since W0,„(/3) = s/bjn-Y.v(bl2) (cf. [8, 9.235, p. 1062]), we then have

b ̂  (2)J - jEw(**w."'(*)w-cfc+i/a).«'(*)(5F+I)•

More formulae of similar types can be obtained in the same fashion.

3. Summation formulae involving the zeros of the Bessel function

Now we turn our attention to a different type of summation formulae. These
formulae, which involve the zeros of the Bessel function, will also be obtained

from already known results in sampling theory.

The following result, which has been known for a while (cf. [16, Corollary 5,

p. 904]), does not follow directly from the original version of Kramer's sampling

theorem since the kernel of the integral transform K(x, t) arises from a singular

Sturm-Liouville problem. Nevertheless, it follows from Theorem 3.1 in [15] (cf.

example 2-a in §5.2), where Kramer's sampling theorem has been extended to

cases in which the kernel K(x, t) arises from such a singular Sturm-Liouville

problem.
If

(3.1) f(t)= f g(x)y/xJv(tx)dx   for some g £ L2(0, 1),
Jo

then

where tkv is the kth positive zero of Jv(t).

In view of formula 6.59-16 in [8, p. 703] we have

/ x|/2-t/(l-x2r-'v^^(^)(7x=2r'/f/s//+^i,/;^(7),        Re/u>0,
7o l \v)
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where SpjV(z) is the Lommel function, which is defined in terms of the hyper-

geometric function by

(3.3)
z^x (     p-v + 3   p + y + 3_     z2\

S"'"(Z) ~ (p-u+l)(p + u + l) xF2{1'        2~~ '        2       ' "Tj '

where p ± v is not a negative odd integer (cf. [8, 8574-3, p. 985]).
If we set g(x) = xxl2~v(l - x2Y~x , which is in L2(0, 1) for v < 1 and

p > \, in (3.1), we then have f(t) = (2x'vr>1/T(v))sp+V-X ,„_„(*). Thus (3.2)

now yields

(■>*<, ,-/(„ /^ _ ^ 2(lk ^Y'^ii+v-X ,p-v(tk ,v)Jv(t)
(3.4) 1^-l.^W-lj /„+1(^)[(7^)2-72] •

But from (3.3), we have

tv+p        ( -t2\

Sp+v-X,M.v(t) = — xF2\l;v + l,p+l; —J .

Hence, by taking the limit in (3.4) as t —► 0, we obtain after some simplifications

/■5 n 2^-3 ^(U)  _ V"*    fy+f-1 ,n-v(tk,v)

{  ] p ~ ^xJ»+x(tk,v)(tk,vy+x'
k=\

which we believe is new.

In particular, if v = j , we have 7*. „ = /c7r; hence (3.5) becomes

H 61 V7^    = V^s^-l/2,/<-l/2(fcft)

1 " j v^/7     £{ 73/2(fc7t)(A:«)^» •

But since

V*(z) = H i/+ i ^y^-'lMz)    (cf. [8, 8.573-5, p. 986]),

where H„ (z) is the Struve function defined by

H,W=X:(-Tr(m + 3%r(, + m + 3/2)    (cf. 18, 8.550-1, p. 982]).
m-0

equation (3.6) can now be written in the form

n71 1 _^     H,.1/2(fcg)

[     ' 2^T(/7+l)     f^Jy2(kn)(k7c)K+* •

It is easy to see that J^/2(kn) = \f2~fk • (-l)k+x/n; thus (3.7) can be reduced

to

n»l (*)" __^(-\)k+^p-Mi(kn)_
1   ' 2p+l/2r(p + i)   ^       (fcy+»/2

see formula (45) in [3, p.   70]; the series in (3.8) is called a Schlomilch-type

series.
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In view of the fact that H1/2(z) = s/2/nz • (1 - cos z) (cf. [8, 8,552-6,
p. 983]), we obtain, from equality (3.8) for p = 1, the well-known formula

2Xi 1/(2*:-l) = *2/8.
Now let us start with Sonine's second integral [3, §7.7, (4)]

/ x"+1(l -x2)"'2Jv(by/l -x2)J^(tx)dx
Jo

= (,2 + 02^n+V+\)l2 Ju+p+lWt2 + b2) ,

t, b > 0; Rev, Rep > -I.
By setting g(b, x) = xp+x/2(l - x2fl2Jv(b^l - x2) in (3.1), we then have

tpbv 1-

f(b > ') = (,2 + b2){v+lt+l)/2 J^Mt2 + b2)>

and consequently (3.2) gives

2Jp(t)(t2 + b2)("+p+v/2 J"+My/t2 + b2)

_y* (tk,p.)l+M J,+P.+ X(y/(tk^)2 + b2)

~^Jp+l(tk,p)[(tk,p)2-t2]  [(^,,)2 + fe2](^+D/2   '

which is formula (4.1) in [7].
By taking the limit in the above equation as t —> 0, we obtain

2"-T(i/ + 1) f^_y (tk,pY-x J^^(\J(tk,p)2 + b2)
b"+»+i       v+lt+m~^Jp+\(tk,p) [(tk,p)2 + b2p^)l2 '

from which upon taking the limit once more as b —► 0 we obtain

r(z^ +1)     _ y>    Ju+p+\(tk,p)

2*+2T(v + p + 2) ~ fa JP+i(tk,p)(tk,,Y+2 '

By taking the limit in (3.9) as b —> 0 we obtain

Jy+p+\(t)   _ V""*_Jv+p+\Vk,p)_

2Jp(t)t»+* ~ fa Jp+x(tk,p)(tk,,Y[(tk,p)2 - t2]'

which can also be obtained from (3.1), (3.2), and Sonine's first integral (cf. [3,

(5)])-

4. Summation formulae involving the T function

In §5.3, example 4 of [15], the following sampling formula has been proved:

if

fit /        a\ a+i/2   , n\P+V2

(41) fi(t) = Jo  g(d) (sin-j (^cos-J R[a_f(cosd)dd,

a,B>-l,  2y = a + B+l,
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then

(4.2)
ffw. , .., (-l)fe+12(7c + y)r(/c + 2y)

f0f{k + y)T(y + t)T(y-t)[t2-(k + y)2]r(k+l)    lf^°'
fi(t) = { k=0

....sin 7i7    ^ .... 27sin[7i(7- k)] ..
/(o)-^-+£/(*) ^-w lf^ = 0'

v k=\ l J

where RJa'^(z) = 2F.(-7, 7 + 2y; a + 1; (1 - z)/2)  is the Jacobi function,
which reduces to the Jacobi polynomial of degree n when t = n .

By substituting x = sin2 6/2 in (4.1), we obtain

(4.3) f(t)= [ g(x)x^2-x'4)(l-x)^/2-x^2Fx(-t + y,t + y;a+l;x)dx,
Jo

where g(x) = g(2 sin-1 %/x).

Also, by using the notation (a)k = r(f^ and the relations

(x + k) = x(x + l)k/(x)k,       (x-k) = -T(l - x)(l - x)k/T(-x)(-x)k,

and r(z)T(l - z) = 7rcsc(7tz), we can transform (4.2) into the form

oo

(4.4) At) = Y,f(k + r)Mt,y),
k=0

where

A(t   v, (-l)fcr(2y + l)(2y)k(y + l)k(y - t)k(y + t)k

k{ '7)     r(y+l + t)T(y + 1 - t)(y)k(y + 1 + t)k(y + 1 - t)kT(k + 1)'

for y ^ 0. A similar expression can be obtained for y = 0.

In view of formula 7.512-4 [8, p. 849] we have

I^-r-^^.^-^ay.
where h = (a - 0 + l)/2 + r5 and 2y = a + j? + 1.

This last integral is in the form (4.3) for g(x) = (x)<2a+1>/4(l _x)(4<5-2/7-3)/4 >

which is in L2(0, 1) for a > -1 and where 8 > (2/3 + l)/4. Therefore, by
substituting f(t) = T(a + l)T(S)T(S - B)/T(h + t)T(h - t) in (4.4), we obtain
after some computations that for y ^ 0

T(h + y)T(h - y)T(l - t + y)T(l + t + y)T(y)

T(h + t)T(h - t)r(2y)T(y + I)

= y,   2(y- t)k(y + t)k(y + l)jfc(2y)fc(l -h + y)k

fa (1 -1 + y)k(l +1 + y)k(y)k(h + y)kT(k + l)

(2y, l+y,y-t,y + t,   l-h + y;    \
= 25F4 1     ,

\y, 1 + 7 + 7, l + y-t, h + y; J

which is formula (III.12) in [11, p. 244] for a = 2y,  b = y - t, c = y + t,

d= l-h + y.
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Finally, we conclude this section with a summation formula involving the

hypergeometric function 3F2. This summation formula gives an expansion of

a hypergeometric function in terms of hypergeometric polynomials.

In view of formula 7.51-5 in [8, p. 849] we have

/ x^'O -x)°-x2Fx(-t + y, t + y;a+ l;x)dx
Jo

= rWrQ&2(-t + Y,t + y,S-,a+l,d + a; 1),
1 (o + a)

Rer5>0, Recr>max{0,/9}.
This last integral is in the form (4.3) for g(x) = xW-2a-3)/4(. _x)(4CT-2/}-3)/4 >

which is in L2(0, 1) for 8 > (2a + l)/4 and a > (2B + l)/4.
Now with

f{t)=Y^?}Y}a\F2(-t + y,t + y,8-,a+l,d + o\l),
1 (O + O)

we obtain from (4.4) the summation formula

3F2(-7 + y, t + y,8;a+ 1,8 + o; I)

(4.5) =Y,^2(-k ,k + 2y, 8;a+l, 8 + o;l)Ak(t,y),
k=0

which, upon using the relation

via   ft-r-n     Y(c)nc-b-a)
2Fx(a,b,c,l)-T(c_a)r{c_by

and carrying out some computations, can be transformed once more, for b\ -
a + 1 and b2 = 8 + a , into

3F2(-t + y,t + y,8;a+l,  8 + o ; 1)

= g^™^2F,(,-, + ?,, + , + ?;.+2* + 2,;1,

x 3F2(-/c ,rc + 2y,r5;a+l,f5 + cr;l)

^^(-l)k(7 + t)k(y-t)k(bx)k(b2)k

(4.6) fa   (2y + k)kT(k+l)(bx)k(b2)k

(k + bx,k + b2,k + y-t,k + y + t;    \
1

k + bx, k + b2, 1 + 2k + 2y; /

f-k,k + 2y,8;    \
x 3F2 1     .

\bx,b2; J

Formula (4.6) is a special case of formula (1.2) in [5] for r = 1 , 5 = 0,

p = 2 — q , cx - 8 , 7>i=a+l, b2 = 8 + o , ax = y - t, a2 - y + t, /? = 8 + o ,

and a replaced by a + 1, y replaced by 2y; see also [6].
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5. Summation formula involving the Kampe de Feriet function

In this section we derive a summation formula that is analogous to (4.5), but

involving the Kampe de Feriet function. We will use the following contracted

notation for the generalized hypergeometric function

(ax,...,ap;    \ IaP;    \ » /.jr .t

where (aP)k = U%Mj)k , (bQ)k = \~[q]=x(bj)k , and (c)k = T(c + k)/T(c).

Let ^(x) = x<5-"/2-3/4(l-x)('-^2-3/4(S~oM") be in L2(0, 1) and as-

sume that the series converges uniformly on [0, 1]. Then by substituting this

in (4.3), interchanging the summation and integration signs, and using formulae

(2.3.2), (2.3.3) in [4], we obtain

rtx\rt~\ °° tx\ (-t + y,t + y,8 + n;    \

T(8 + o)fao    (8 + o)n       ya+ld + a + n. )

Hence from (4.4) we have

oo   oo (A, /-k,k + 2y,8 + n;    \

^EE^TX^T3^ 1 }Ak(t,y).
toto    {S + a)"       \a+l,8 + a + n;       J

As a special case of this, if we take hn = (ap)n/(br))n • y" jn\ with p < q+ 1,

we obtain after some calculations that

/8:-t + y,t + y;(aP)\ \

\8 + o:a+l;(bQ); J

/8:-k,k + 2y;(aP); \

(5-1) = EFiVfo' l,y]Ak(t,y),
k=o \f5 + rj : a+ 1; (bQ); /

where

f(aP):(bQ);(cK); \

\(aL):(BM);(yN); J

= y nti(a»wn?=i(fe»)rnti(g/)^ryf

riltl(«lWlEl(A)rnw(»).rl,!

is the Kampe de Feriet function. To the best of the author's knowledge, formula

(5.1) is new.
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